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The detahed elipsing binary DI Herulis (HD 175227, B3V+B4V, P = 10:d55) ex-hibits a signi�ant disrepany between the theoretially expeted apsidal motion rateand the rate measured based on observations of the di�erene between the primary andseondary elipse periods �P .The hypotheses of a third star in a highly inlined orbit an explain the observedapsidal motion (Martynov, and Khaliullin, 1980; Guinan, and Maloney, 1985; Khaliullin,Khodykin, and Zakharov, 1991). However, observational evidene of a third body inDI Her has hitherto esaped detetion. We olleted observed times of photo-visual andphotoeletri minima spanning an interval of 75 years (Semeniuk, 1968; Martynov, andKhaliullin, 1980; Guinan, and Maloney, 1985; Khodykin, and Volkov, 1989; Guinan,Marshall, and Maloney, 1994; Dariush, Afroozeh, and Riazi, 2001; Smith, and Caton,2007). Cyli variations in O � C residuals an provide indiret evidene for an invisiblethird ompanion as in the ase of AS Cam (Kozyreva, and Khaliullin, 1999).This bulletin reports the disovery of yli variations in O � C residuals, onsistentwith the light-time e�et on elipse timing, for DI Her. These variations provide the �rstindiret evidene of a third body presene in DI Herulis.The linear ephemerides were alulated aording to Khodykin and Volkov (1989):Min I JDhel = 2447371:27914(8) + 10:d5501680(2)�NMin II JDhel = 2447379:39548(9) + 10:d5501749(2)�NThe primary (17) and seondary (20) minima (available eletronially as 5788-t1.txt)were analyzed separately to eliminate the small phase variation aused by the apsidalmotion _! and/or possible seular dereasing of orbital eentriity _e due to third bodyperturbations. Several photoeletri timings were removed beause of unreasonably largeresiduals: 5 determined by Koh, 4 - by Biro and Hegedus, 2 seondary minima foundby Battistini and Sarfe (the errors 0:d003 are too large). We rejeted two low auraytimings obtained with the Fine-Error Sensor on board the IUE satellite, and 3 dubioustimings determined by Guinan and Maloney from UBV data of Martynov and Khaliullin,whih based on 12, 11, and 24 points only.Plots ofO�C residuals versus orbital phase of the third body were examined for varioustrial values of the third body period. Generally, the points in the (O � C)I;II diagramsappeared haotially, indiating random phases relative to the hypothetial orbital periodof a third body.
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Figure 1. Photoeletri O � C residuals for primary (�) and seondary (Æ) timings of minima of DIHer onvolved with period P 0 = 260P (7:51 yr).
A unique solution, shown in Fig. 1, was found that provided synhronous deviationsfor both primary and seondary photoeletri timings of minima with respet to phase:P 0 = 260 P = 2743d = 7:51 yr. This periodi signal seems to be a light term aused byorbit of a third body. It is interesting to note that the low-preision photographi andvisual timing tend to vary with the same period, albeit with more satter (Fig. 2).

Figure 2. The symbols are the same as in Fig. 1, but for low-preision visual and photographi O � Cresiduals. A weak tendeny for (O � C)s to vary with the same period as in Fig. 1 ours, although thedeviations are large.The asymmetri non-sinusoidal shape of the points (narrow peak, with an abruptslope hange and shallow extended bottom) indiates a large eentriity e0. The urveorresponding to approximate values of the eentriity e0 = 0:7 and the longitude ofperiastron !0 = 330Æ is shown in Fig. 3.The O � C residuals of the primary and seondary minima vary synhronously withan amplitude about 0:d0028, or 240s, onsistent with displaement of the binary along theline of sight at 0:485 AUThe perturbations in the orbital elements of a lose binary were found by Khaliullin,Khodykin, and Zakharov (1991) to vary at twie the frequeny of the third body orbit.As a result, additional O � C variations of twie the orbiting frequeny should our;moreover, they must be in opposite phase for primary and seondary minima. The resid-uals between photoeletri O�C residuals and the theoretial urve desribing the e�et
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Figure 3. Photoeletri O � C residuals, omputed by linear ephemerides from Khodykin and Volkov(1989), versus minima numbers and years. The theoretial light-term urve (dotted) for third bodyperiod P 0 = 7:51 yr, eentriity e0 = 0:7 and argument of periastron !0 = 330Æ is shown.
of the third body �I;II = (O�C)I;II �LT (as shown in Fig. 3) were plotted versus phaseassuming a period 0:5P 0 = 130P = 3:76 yr (Fig. 4).There is a weak evidene of approximately sinusoidal osillations of (O � C)I and(O � C)II in opposing phase. Altogether, these anomalies in the O � C urve seem toprovide onvining evidene of the presene of a third body in DI Her.Consider now the properties of the third ompanion. Assuming the total mass ofthe lose binary system (CBS) is m1 + m2 = 9:67M� and a partial luminosity of athird body L0 � 0:03, Guinan and Maloney (1985) obtained the restritions to its mass:0:8M� � m0 � 2:5M�. Let D+ and D� are the maximal distanes of CBS to the visualplane. Then the light-term e�et is LT = (D+ +D�)=, where  is a light veloity. Theprojetion of an elliptial orbit of the binary onto the line of sight is given by formula(Kopal, 1978) D+ +D� = a0(1� e02) sin i0 m0m1 +m2 +m0p1� e02 os 2!0:Substituting the amplitude of a theoretial urve 0:d0028 (Fig. 3), and using the thirdKepler's law we obtained the relation:a0m0 sin i0m1 +m2 +m0 = P 02=3m0 sin i0(m1 +m2 +m0)2=3 = 0:3045; or sin i0 = 0:0794(9:67 +m0)2=3m0 :

For minimal mass m0 = 0:8M� the semimajor axis a0 = 8:39AU and i0 = 28:Æ4, thenthe mutual inlination of orbits is " � 90Æ� i0 = 61:Æ6. For maximal mass m0 = 2:5M� wehave a0 = 8:82AU; i0 = 9:Æ6, and " � 80Æ. The spae orientation of the third body orbitswith masses mentioned above providing observed period di�erene �P = P2� P1 onsis-tent with Khaliullin, Khodykin, and Zakharov (1991). All stellar and orbital parameterspresented above are in a good aord with those onsidered in the numerial preditionsof a hierarhial triple model of DI Her. It should be noted that the hypothetial thirdbody perturbs all the orbital elements of lose binary, and beause of the orientation of itshighly inlined orbit with relative to the line of apsides the perturbations in ! are positive
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Figure 4. Di�erenes between the observed photoeletri residuals (O � C)s and theoretial light-termurve (see Fig. 3.) onvolved with a half-period of a third body. The symbols are the same as in theprevious �gures. The primary and seondary timings of minima seem to vary in opposing phase withdouble frequeny of the third body, in agreement with theoretial preditions for third bodyperturbations in the framework of the one-averaged three-body problem.
or are lose to zero: (d!=dt)tb � 0. The third body seems not to a�et onsiderably tothe apsidal motion of the lose pair. It turns out that the seondary minima phase's shiftin DI Her is provided mainly by slow dereasing of the orbital eentriity: (de=dt)tb < 0,as it was determined by Khodykin and Vedeneyev (1997) on the basis of omparison oftwo light urve solutions. Therefore, further observations of this unique elipsing systemare needed to improve both the values of the orbital elements and their possible long-termor seular perturbations.The most reliable and diret on�rmation of a third body presene in DI Heruliswould be the observations of a faint ompanion. As it was noted in Khodykin, Zakharovand Andersen (2004), interferometri observations in the infrared range (H and K bands)are more preferable in this ase.I am grateful to V. Kozyreva for providing me the reent photometri data.
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